08:31:55 From Perry King To Everyone(in Waiting Room):
   Good morning and welcome. We'll let you in shortly.

08:38:52 From Cindy Bray To Everyone:
   Please Send me the June notes for minimizing the effect ... thank you!
   crbray@ucdavis.edu

08:39:51 From SOE To Everyone:
   Will the changeover between November and January effect proposals being submitted through SPO?

08:40:49 From Maggie Memmott To Everyone:
   Is there a link where we can get this slide?

08:43:55 From Joy Ault To Everyone:
   Reacted to "Is there a link wher..." with 👍

08:44:49 From SOE To Everyone:
   Ok - thank you

08:46:30 From Cindy Bray To Everyone:
   I have an email from the sponsor stating an grant will be receiving an extension and the final phase of continuation funding. We do not expect to receive until November. Can we setup and advance account for continuation funds?

08:54:38 From Joe Spridgen To Everyone:
   Are these dates published some where?

08:54:58 From Danette Howard To Everyone:
   Please add me Francisco. I would like to see.

08:57:41 From Denise Ehlen To Everyone:
   If a shutdown occurs, Provost Croughan and VCR Gibeling will send guidance next week.

08:58:51 From Denise Ehlen To Everyone:
   Yes, PI's should continue working UNLESS they receive a stop work order.

09:00:26 From Grace I Liu To Everyone:
   Pamela,

09:00:51 From Grace I Liu To Everyone:
   Pamela, ask for written confirmation of the NCE by the end of the week, if possible.

09:01:22 From Denise Ehlen To Everyone:
   We are working to obtain a definitive answer to your question, Pamela. The School/College would assume the risk if the NCE is not processed.

09:02:54 From Lisa Reyes To Everyone:
   I can't see your screen

09:02:55 From Melanie Lansford To Everyone:
   I don't see your screen?

09:03:05 From CeCelia Coyle To Everyone:
   I don't see your screen

09:15:58 From Lindsey Dunn To Everyone:
CGA Questions:
1. There was mention a while back that a notice would go out to our sponsors regarding AE and the changes to how invoicing will look and the possible delays. Is that going to be happening still?
2. Can we talk about deadlines for cleaning up negative balances for conversions?

09:20:12 From Jenna Wills To Everyone:
The negative balances doesn't apply to industry funded clinical trial accounts, correct?

09:20:39 From Jenna Wills To Everyone:
Thank you :)

09:21:16 From Perry King To Everyone:
November 21, 2023 is deadline to clear all negative budgets with the exception of LEAVE ASSESSMENT & USAGE.

09:22:48 From Perry King To Everyone:
Forum presentations are found the following day (generally) at https://research.ucdavis.edu/proposals-grants-contracts/spo/spo-training/

09:23:10 From Perry King To Everyone:
Cayuse 424 workshop - Thu, Oct 19, 2023, 9 – 11am
Sign-up by writing SPOTraining@ucdavis.edu

Cayuse SP: Awards and Post-Award Actions - Tomorrow, Thu, Sept 28, 2023, 1 – 4 PM

Using the OR Budget Templates - Thu, Oct 5, 2023, 2 – 4 PM

Awards Lab - Thu, Oct 12, 2023, 9 AM – 12 PM – lab to practice content from two awards classes: Understanding the Awards Process, and Cayuse SP: Awards and Post-Award Actions

Registration links at https://hr.ucdavis.edu/departments/learning/course-catalog/research-admin

09:25:29 From Bea Rans Strong - UC Davis To Everyone:
https://research.ucdavis.edu/contact-us/sponsored-programs/

09:25:42 From Sal Mendez To Everyone:
https://research.ucdavis.edu/contact-us/sponsored-programs/

09:25:43 From Lisa Reyes To Everyone:
https://financeandbusiness.ucdavis.edu/finance/contracts-grants-accounting

09:27:25 From Perry King To Bea Rans Strong - UC Davis(Privately):
Oh, I see now that you posted the webpage too, Bea. Thanks! Sorry I missed that. 😊

09:39:18 From Michelle Parks To Everyone:
Thank you Ahmad.

09:39:19 From Fred Singh To Everyone:
Does anyone know when the recording will be available on YouTube?

09:39:21 From Jeff To Everyone:
Thank you!

09:39:25 From Bill Tuck To Everyone:
Thank you
09:39:27 From Jamie Fletcher To Everyone:
    thanks everyone!
09:39:28 From Joy Ault To Everyone:
    thank you!
09:39:44 From Perry King To Everyone:
    The YouTube video should hopefully be up tomorrow morning.
09:39:57 From Fred Singh To Everyone:
    Thanks Perry